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K.I.L. STRAP
    The K.I.L. Strap is specifically designed to enhance accuracy while shooting from a tripod mounted 
gun rest like Reaper Grip or Reaper Rail systems by tightening your position without requiring additional 
muscle while also anchoring the shooter, firearm and gun rest to the ground—comparable to how a 
shooter loads a bipod but even more stable, given the benefit of opposing forces at work in the K.I.L. 
Strap. Used properly, stability, shooting position and recoil management are dramatically improved while 
effectively eliminating fatigue. 

1. Nylon Strap

2. 550 Cord

3. Detach Clip(s)

4. Carabiner

5. Locking Strap Adjustment
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 Please visit www.kjrests.com for warrenty details and information

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Brand Name Kopfjäger

Model Name K.I.L. Strap

Category Name Accessories

SKU Number KJ89001

UPC Number 812495026171

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Strap size 1 inch

Max foot strap length range 55 inches 

Paracord weight limit 550 lb.

Material Nylon

Weight, lbs/g .35 / 5.6

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

Carabiner

FEATURES

Improves stability and accuracy

Reduces fatigue

Eliminates slack from the gun and tripod

SPECIFICATION:



MOUNTING
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Mounting
base

Slip 550 cord over
 mounting base

  To assemble, simply remove the Reaper Grip or Reaper Rail rest from the tripod. Place the paracord 
attachment loop over the top of the tripod. Reinstall the Reaper Grip or Reaper Rail while ensuring the 
paracord loop is not pinched between the Reaper and the tripod head. Next, attach the D-ring to the to 
your sling, below the front sling-attachment point. All that remains is the strap hanging toward the ground 
with a loop (stirrup) on the end. Release the adjustment buckle and loosen the strap enough for the stirrup 
to lay on the ground. 
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Gun Sling
Carabiner
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If you have shouldered your rifle properly, the force is now also driving the firearm deeper into your 
shoulder for a tighter, more stable shooting experience. To relax the load on the tripod or to move, simply 
lift your foot and remove it from the stirrup or use the adjustment buckle to release strap tension.     
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WARNING
    Before handling the K.I.L. Strap, read and understand the contents of your Tripod’s manual, and the 
Kopfjäger K.I.L. Strap manual.  Follow all standard safety precautions and procedures during use.
• Do not exceed the tripod’s maximum load capacity.
• Ensure the strap is secured tightly.
• Always remove firearm from strap and tripod when transporting.

USING THE K.I.L. STRAP
 Place your foot through the stirrup up to mid-foot or your heel. Now, assume a solid shooting position 
with your rear foot in the stirrup. Grab the strap under the adjustment buckle and pull to tighten the slack 
out of the K.I.L. Strap. With the slack eliminated, inch your foot back. You’ll feel the tripod load and the 
opposing force of the strap pulling the rifle up.        Please visit www.kjrests.com for warrenty details and information
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